Join us on Friday, 30 April 2021 at 4.00PM GMT+ 8 to hear from
industry leaders how the security climate has changed postCovid, and how you can navigate and circumvent the threats
posed by cyber and conventional sources.
Maintaining a safe and secure environment in a post-Covid world is all about protecting
lives and properties in a new environment.
As our lives and livelihoods are increasingly entwined with technology in the wake of
Covid, we need to be aware of the various cyber and conventional threats that technology
poses and can succumb to in order to make the necessary changes and continue
operating in a safe environment.
In collaboration with ASIS International (Singapore Chapter) and our sponsor, Security
Risk, we are delighted to present “Post-Covid Security Threats: Cyber or
Conventional?”. This is a part of a specially curated webinar series leading up to Safety
& Security Asia 2021 (SSA). This webinar is a must-attend for securityand management
professionals.

4.00PM
Opening Remarks by Moderator & Infographic Video

Anthony Lee, CPP, PSP, CBCP
Regional Safety & Security Advisor
Asia Pacific, British Council

4.05PM
Impact of Covid-19 on Cyber and Physical Security

Danny Chan
Senior Regional Vice President

ASIS International Asia Pacific

Synopsis:
Covid-19 has been arguably one of the biggest catalysts of change for
all of us in recent years. But as many of us pivot to telecommuting, web
conferencing platforms and even online shopping, have we indivertibly
changed our security risk profile?

4.25PM
Adapting Physical Security in the Post-Covid World

Ian Stewart
CEO
Security Risk

Synopsis:
Emerging from post covid, the security industry is rapidly adapting to
make changes to their operations. In this session, Ian will discuss the
key changes in physical security operations moving forward. He will
highlight how technology has played an important role in running
security operations during the pandemic and the importance of remote
security operations in such an environment. All to ensure you continue
to improve the service delivery standard to your clients.

4.40PM
Crime Prevention Strategies Post-Pandemic

Shamir Rajaduraj
Crime Safety Specialist
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED)

Synopsis:
During the pandemic we saw a decrease in street crime but a massive
increase in Cyber-crime. Now that things are getting better street crime
has started to rise. To help reduce victimization adopting security
architecture combined with technology is a strategy that will be
effective only if it is implemented properly.
In this session we will be introduced to adopting CPTED and
technology in combating post covid security threats, how proper design
and effective use of the build environment contributes to reducing the
risk and incidence of crime. The session will also highlight successful
designs which have helped reduce crime.

4.55PM - Q&A Session

5.25PM - Introduction to Safety & Security Asia 2021
by Cheah Wai Hong, Project Director, CEMS
cheah@cems.com.sg

5.30PM - Closing Remarks by Moderator / End of Webinar

Danny Chan
Senior Regional Vice President

ASIS International Asia Pacific

Upon leaving the Army as a Captain with the Singapore Special Forces, Danny proceeded to
develop, advise and train numerous law enforcement agencies and military tactical units around the
world with Britain Defence before serving Fortune 500 companies, Government and nongovernmental organisations with Olive Group in austere environments in four continents.
He went on to become Director of Global Risk Assessments at Worldaware International Inc. which
provided operational intelligence and enterprise risk management solutions to 900 of the Fortune
2000 companies, numerous government and non-governmental agencies. Danny was being
regularly interviewed on major news networks like Channel News Asia and The Straits Times.
Danny then went on to become Regional Director, Global Risk Management for Marriott
International Inc. where he handled numerous crises, spanning manmade ones like terrorism
attacks, to natural disasters like earthquakes to major events like the Olympic Games. He was also
Senior Consultant, Security Monitoring and Response, Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa for
Mastercard International Inc. before transiting into his current role of Regional Security Officer for
Asia Pacific.
Danny currently sits on the advisory council of Harvard Business Review, is Senior Regional Vice
President of Region 13 for ASIS International Asia Pacific, helps to lead the Asia Analyst Round
Table and is a board member of the Certified Counter Terrorism Professional Board.
In his free time, Danny volunteers as an Associate Mediator with Singapore Mediation Centre &
Small Claims Tribunals of the Subordinate Courts of Singapore, and runs his own micro social
initiative organisation, Making a Difference.

Ian Stewart
CEO
Security Risk

Ian Stewart, CEO of Security Risk, has a wealth of experience in international executive, strategic
and operational roles across commercial and government sectors. In particular, Ian has spent:




Close to 10 years working in risk management, including 6 years at a risk management
and security company, providing boutique risk solutions in one of the most demanding
operating environments in the world;
20 years in the Australian Army; and
2 years in the Australian Police Force

Ian has an innate understanding of his clients' commercial business drivers as well as the logistics
and specific demands involved in providing security operations.
It is this experience and understanding that drives his vision of using technology to keep people
safe; security companies and in-house security teams with an innovative, effective, and costeffective solution to the management of their operational needs.

Shamir Rajaduraj
Crime Safety Specialist
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED)

Shamir Rajadurai has a Masters of Criminal Justice from University Malaysia (UM) and is also a
Certified CPTED Practitioner from Florida Atlantic University (FAU) and the International CPTED
Association. He is also the Director at the International CPTED Association. He is a crime safety
specialist that focuses on simple and effective crime prevention methods to help reduce the risk of
you and your loved ones from becoming victims. Shamir has worked with individuals, companies,
organisations and several Municipal Councils.
Property safety is one of the top priorities for potential buyers as they would like to protect
themselves and their assets. By combining the concepts of Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) and understanding the Reality of Crime, Shamir is able to analyse
potential risks and provide very effective crime prevention strategies.
Shamir was also a Panel Judge on Star Property Awards 2017/2018. He is also the Co-Producer of
the online crime prevention mini series, kuasa wanita di sini and Crime, Crooks & Criminology
which has garnered millions of views. He is an international speaker and has been featured as a
speaker in FIABCI and Propwall, amongst others. Shamir has also been featured in various TV and
radio talk shows, as well as newspapers and magazines both locally and internationally.

Anthony Lee, CPP, PSP, CBCP
Regional Safety & Security Advisor
Asia Pacific, British Council

For profession, Anthony Lee CPP, PSP CBCP is the Regional Safety and Security Advisor Asia
Pacific at British Council. Previously, he was the Director Global Safety, Risk & Security APAC of
Iron Mountain Inc. From year 2005 to 2015, he was Senior Director Security & Facilities - APAC &
ME at Ingram Micro Inc. He had also held global security and business continuity management
roles in Singapore Airlines and SP Group respectively.
As the immediate past Senior Regional VP South/SE Asia (Group 13) of ASIS International,
Anthony provided oversight to ten ASIS Chapters. He was also a member (and previous Chairman)
of ASIS International Asia Pacific Advisory Council, and was the Chairman of ASIS Singapore
Chapter from 2006 to 2009.
From 2009 to 2015, Anthony was appointed by Singapore Workforce Development Agency as a
Council Member of the Security Industry Skills and Training Council.

For registration enquiries, please contact:
Cara Zhou | cara@cems.com.sg

For sponsorship enquiries, please contact:
Cheah Wai Hong, Project Director
cheah@cems.com.sg

For media enquiries, please contact:
Nalini Naidu, Principal Publicist
nalininaidu.therainmaker@gmail.com

